
ART Welcome

Flipgrid: online platform to

connect to students

 

email Ms. Devon- dfegenherdman@pepcleve.org

at home

Hi everyone!  This packet has everything

you need for art class at home. Don't

worry if you don't have the exact

supplies, be creative and make whatever

you can. You are the artist!

 

If you want to, you can visit the

GreenviewArt flipgrid to see video

demos by me! This is optional.

 

I miss you all! - Ms. Devon

Go to flipgrid.com

Enter a flipcode:   greenviewart     (all one word)

Password: Greenview07



ART at home

Assemblage: 
A collection or gathering of things

Week 1

*Remember to ask an adult before moving anything!
Art is supposed to be fun, just do what you can!

 
Choice 1. Create a found object color wheel

Choice 2. Found object portrait

Choice 3. Laundry "Painting" use laundry and other items
to create a scene.  Here's my son, 
napping! (from a few years ago)

Take a pic or draw it and show someone. 
Then put items away!
 

email Ms. Devon- dfegenherdman@pepcleve.org



ART Week 2

Upcycle: to take an unwanted material

and transform it into something better

 *Remember to ask an adult before using anything!
Art is supposed to be fun, just do what you can! 

 

2. Fill it in: What has life been
like the past few weeks?  
 
Write or draw at least 5-6 pages. 

Consider sharing your work with someone 
email Ms. Devon- dfegenherdman@pepcleve.org

1. Upcycle a small Sketchbook
Look for a cereal box, noodle box, other thin cardboard, 
or heavy paper. Maybe junk mail? Get creative!

Cut or tear your cover and fold in half.  If you have to tear, fold it
both ways a few times then carefully tear on the line.

Cut or tear pages from paper, fold in
half

Secure with a string, yarn, or rubber
band in the middle

at home



ART Week 3
Worry Dolls: small handmade dolls originally made in

Guatemala. Children tell a worry doll about their

troubles and put it under their pillow to sleep.  In the

morning the doll has taken the worries away!

*Remember to ask an adult before using anything!
Art is supposed to be fun, just do what you can! 

 

Show someone your hard work
email Ms. Devon- dfegenherdman@pepcleve.org

Upcycle a small worry doll out of plastic or fabric
Look for discarded plastic, maybe a plastic bag or other food
packaging? Wash it out first. Think about colors. Get creative!

Cut a line in the middle but NOT all the way through so you have two
long pieces that are attached at the top (head). Secure the head using
thread, dental floss, string, a rubber band...
About halfway down tie around the waist
Separate the two arms and tie around each wrist
Optional: Separate the legs and tie around the ankles
Optional: Add clothing and tie on

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

at home

Thanks to Ms.
Bonny Ramirez
for sharing this
idea and pictures
with me!



ART Week 4

Sculpture Art Challenges! 

Try 1 or more 

Send me a pic or show someone
email Ms. Devon- dfegenherdman@pepcleve.org

at home

Thanks to Ms.
Walden for
sharing 2
challenges with
me!

Challenge 1. 1 Sheet of Paper! Cut or tear ONE sheet of
paper only into 3-5 pieces. Fold, fringe, curl, crumple, and
put them back together to create a sculpture that stands
on its own.

Challenge 2. Nature Assemblage! Go on a walk to find
items like rocks, twigs, flowers, and leaves.  Put them
together into a pleasing design.

                                 Challenge 3. Toilet Paper Roll! 
What can you do with one toilet paper roll? This French
artist, Junior Fritz Jacquet formed them into faces. Can
you make one? Try soaking it in water first. 



ART

Draw a shoe
Draw a desk lamp or other lamp
Draw purses, wallets or bags
Draw your mug or cup
Draw your bed
Draw your favorite well-loved object or a childhood toy
Draw a bottle, jar or tin from the kitchen
Draw your watch or other piece of jewelry
Draw a bit of “organized chaos” – your messy desk, table stacked with books, etc. 
Draw your hand or hands (or someone else’s if you’d like)
Draw your glasses or sunglasses
Draw what you ate for dinner
Draw your telephone (land line, cell, old-fashioned?)
Draw what you see in the morning when you get up
Draw a tree or trees, leaves or branches
Draw a favorite tool
Draw a musical instrument
Draw the view from a window of your house, apartment, office, etc.
Draw something you’ve made
Draw something “Dad”
Draw something old, antique or vintage
Draw a piece of clothing
Draw your foot
Draw a piece of fruit
Draw a glass (the kind you drink from)
Draw anything you like. If you want to draw a vegetable, that’s fine, too.
Draw a book or anything else you want.
Draw an appliance or anything else you like.
Draw something architectural or anything else.
Draw a chair or anything else you feel like.
Draw something you collect  

email Ms. Devon- dfegenherdman@pepcleve.org

Extra
Draw Every Day to get better and better, just

like practicing a sport or learning to play an

instrument!  Set a timer for 5-10 minutes
*Remember to ask an adult before using supplies, 

use whatever you have available - scraps, junk mail, etc.
Save everything so you can see your progress at the end!

at home

Thanks to the Every
Day Drawing
Challenge
@monalisaliveshere


